ADDITION AGENCY REFERRALS

All-Options refers to the following nonprofit adoption agencies or placement organizations. To the best of our knowledge, these nonprofit organizations all meet the following standards:

- They actively support pregnant people in all their options, including abortion and parenting.
- They are committed to arranging and supporting fully open adoptions. While level of contact and openness may vary by specific situation, the agency does not arrange legally closed adoptions where no future information exchange or contact is possible.
- They accept single parents and same sex couples as prospective adoptive families and allow pregnant people and birth parents to make their own decisions about adoptive families.

Because of our commitment to lifelong counseling and support for birth/first parents, All-Options refers only to nonprofit adoption organizations. We welcome suggestions to add to our list!

Pact: An Adoption Alliance
Office in California but will work with pregnant people in all states. Specializes in placing children of color with families of color.
Call or text 24/7 at 510-301-5584
http://www.pactadopt.org/
Office: 510-243-9460

Open Adoption & Family Services
Offices in Oregon and Washington, but will work with pregnant people in any state
Call 800-772-1115
Text 503-300-6130
http://www.openadopt.org
Office: 503-226-4870

Friends in Adoption
Offices in New York and Vermont, but will work with pregnant people in any state
800-982-3678
http://www.friendsinadoption.org/

Adoptions Together
Offices in DC, Maryland, and Virginia
800-439-0233
http://www.adoption altogether.org
Office: 301-439-2900

Adoption Connection
Office in San Francisco, CA but will work with pregnant people in any state
Call 800-972-9225
Text 415-355-4636
http://www.adoptionconnection.org/
Office: 415-359-2494

Just Choice (formerly Choice Network)
Office in Ohio; clinic partners in many states
Call or text 866-989-1466
https://justchoice.org/
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